
HOW TO: Retrofit powerfold mirrors on a VW Scirocco UK Lee 2013  

HOW TO - Retrofit Power Fold Mirrors  

Having retrofitted the reverse camera, I also wanted to retrofit the folding / reverse dip exterior mirrors.  

Again ,it’s been done plenty of times before & there's lots of info already out there , but much of it 'assumes' prior knowledge, and I found I had to search several forums & websites , 

and then scroll through pages of posts to get the info I needed . I thought it may be useful to others if I combined this all together in one 'How-To’.  

 

This post by Shaun http://www.sciroccocentral.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=7679 was a great help, and Wensleydale (Rob) helped me massively with some finer points - so 

any kudos should go to these guys. 

 

NOTE - the following instructions / references refer to a RHD 10MY> VW Scirocco.  

 

PARTS 

 

I started with a full 'kit' of parts from an eBay auction. This included a pair of complete power mirrors, the power mirror switch, and a pair of door window motors with the integral 

controllers from a RHD 12MY Scirocco. 

 

http://www.sciroccocentral.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=14719#p126176
http://www.sciroccocentral.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=7679
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I paid £250 for the lot. Given that mirror glasses are £50+ each, unpainted caps are £60+ each, LED Indicator units are £25+ each & Power mirrors are £190+ each from VW - I thought 

it was a pretty good price! I dread to think how much the controllers / door motors are........ If you're buying new then you'll only need the 2 power mirror units, the switch and 

*possibly* the controllers (more on this later).  

If you're buying used (like I did) then here are the part numbers that I ended up with  

 
 

I couldn't trace the mirror part numbers on EKTA which was a bit worrying, but if you come across some used ones, and want to check you've got the right parts - then check out the 

stickers on the mirrors - the codes you're looking for are 6XQ and 6XP  
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The left had mirror has a 6XQ suffix on the label which equates to "L/H mirror for RHD - exterior mirror housing for vehicles with electric adjustable , fold-in and heated exterior 

mirrors, entry lights and memory function" - There's also a tell-tale MEM on the sticker ...  

 

The right hand mirror has a 6XP suffix on the label which equates to "R/H - exterior mirror housing for vehicles with electric adjustable , fold-in and heated exterior mirrors" 

 

The stickers also have the build date on them - both of my mirrors were dated May 2011 - i.e. a 12MY car . The controllers were also dated May 2011. The other stickers you can see 

next to the controllers are for the window motors - these had the part numbers 1Q0 959 701H (Right) and 1Q0 959 702H (Left). You can also see the software & hardware versions on 

the controller stickers. When I took my door cards off (On my 14MY TDI 177), I found that I already had what looked like the same controllers  
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The firmware is the important part, but I couldn't find out how do work this out from the numbers / codes on the stickers. You need to know the firmware of the controllers - it 

needs to have the "MAX3" suffix, one way of doing this is with VCDS. Do an Autoscan then scroll though the results for the door / mirror controllers. These are address 42 (RH) and 

address 52 (LH). This is an example of what you're looking for 

 

Address 42: Door Elect, Driver Labels: 1K0-959-701-MAX3.lbl 

Part No SW: 1Q0 959 701 H HW: 1Q0 959 701 H 

Component: Tuer-SG 009 2162  

Coding: 0021111 

Shop #: WSC 00020 790 00000 

VCID: 3979C2837020D4D693D-806C 

 

If you've got the MAX3 label, you're good to go, and you can just re-code them for use with Power Mirrors (like I was - luckily). Otherwise you'll need to source a pair of controllers.  

TOOLS 

 

You'll need Tx20 , Tx25 & Tx 30 bits/drivers , a set of plastic trim removal tools ( I bought a great 11 piece Bergen set off eBay for £12.90 & they've been invaluable !) and an M8 

Spline tool to get the mirror off . This is a bit of a weird one - It's not in every-bodies tool kit. If you want to check you have the right one before you start, then take a look at the door 

check strap on the A-post. It easy to get to and is exactly the same type of fastener. 

 

METHOD 

 

OK, now that we've got the physical parts sorted - let get on with the install! 

 

If (like me) you're using your existing mirror caps, then they'll need to come off. I struggled for ages and found lots of conflicting methods on the net - eventually I found one that 

works for me and is a piece of cake , so I thought I’d share it.  
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(1) Get a fairly wide & stiff plastic trim tool, and push it up under the mirror cap, near the outer edge of the mirror - above the LED indicator unit. (2)You need to prize this outer 

corner of the cap away from the housing , so twist the tool to pull the cap away at the corner (3) 
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Now that you've got this far, the tricky part is done! Treat the inner corner of the mirror (1) as a 'pivot' point, and then remove the cap, by rotating the outer edge of the cap 

away from the housing (2) around the pivot. 
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Next, it’s time to get the door trim off. I found the next bit the hardest out of the whole install - Removing the inner handles! Use the trim tools and take your time. Lever out the 

inner trims first using a plastic tool- they are soft plastic and will mark easily if you use a screwdriver. This reveals some clips on the inside edge (circled in red) 
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You can see these hidden clips easier from the back - they're at the lower edge (circled in red) 
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Insert a trim tool at the bottom of the door handle , and pull the handle whilst levering it off from underneath. It's very stiff and doesn't give up easily! With that out of the way, you 

can now access the three Tx30 screws in the centre of the door card.

 
 

Remove these,  
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Then get your Tx20 out and whip out the 2 remaining screws at the bottom of the door card underneath the door pocket 
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Now it's time to get your plastic trim tools out and lever the door card off the 6 trim clips that are securing it to the door. Start at the bottom outer corner and then pop the clips off 

one by one, in the order shown 
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With all the clips popped off, tilt the bottom away from the door and pull the remaining clip out of the top inner corner.  

 
Slide the card upwards so that it comes away from the inner window seal. Hold the card away from the door and release the cable clip from the inner door handle, and wiggle the 

cable out of the handle. 

 
Then remove the various electric plugs from the tweeter & switches etc. on the door card and remove the card away from the door.  
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Here's a pic of the inside of the card - showing a bit more detail. 
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With the card off, unplug the mirror loom from the controller, and release it from its clips ready for removal. Now you need to remove the inner mirror cover, pull down the foam to 

reveal a Tx 25 screw 
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Remove the screw and wiggle the inner mirror cover away from the door. There are no clips holding it on - just a couple of locating guide pins. 
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Now you're ready to actually remove the mirror. It’s held on by a single M8 Spline screw. Undo the screw (Whilst holding the mirror!) then withdraw the mirror from the door and 

feed the harness through the gasket. 
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If you haven't already, hook up VCDS and run an Auto scan to check the firmware in your door controllers (as explained at the start) If you have to change the controller - then now's 

the time to do it. It's only held on by 3 screws  
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Fit the new powerfold mirror and refit the door card in reverse order. Before you do, make sure you've retrieved all 6 door trim clips from the door - reset them (as shown below) 

and re-fitted them to the door card. I used a pair of metal trim forks to lever the clips apart and get them ready for refitting. 
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Follow the same procedure for the passenger side, then put all your tools away and get your laptop out. 

 

CODING THE CONTROLLERS 

 

With your laptop out and VCDS running, it's time to perform the necessary coding. There are 3 items of coding that are needed  

 

• Address 42 – add 4098 to your existing code ( for powerfold mirrors and the mirror lights) 

• Address 52 – add 4354 to your existing code ( for powerfold mirrors , reverse dip and the mirror lights) 

• Address 09 – Coding - Byte 04 – Bit 3 : select “Mirror Lowering with Reverse Rear” 

 

The above info is fine if you know what you're doing with VCDS - but if like me , you've only just bought / borrowed your cable - then it may be a bit daunting . Fear Not! - Here is a 

step by step guide and it’s actually pretty self-explanatory and quite easy to work out.  

 

The first thing you'll need to know , is where to plug the cable in - On the Scirocco , the diagnostic port is under the RHS of the dash , near the kick panel 
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Fire up the laptop; make sure you have it running on mains power (Ross-tech warns that you don't want the battery going flat half way through a coding operation!). Apart from 

being good practice, you should have already run an Autoscan and saved the results to have checked the firmware in your door controllers.  

 

So, lets code the 1st module - It's doesn't matter which one you do first, but I did the Drivers door controller first. 

The door controllers work a little differently to most - there is no 'long coding helper' with easy to tick check boxes. You have to work out the values manually. Let’s start... 
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Mouse over to 'Select Control Module' - click 'select' - this takes you to all the controllers fitted to your car 

1) mouse over to '42-Door Elect. Driver' - click on it - this takes you to Address 42  

2) mouse over to 'Coding-07' - click on it - this takes you to the coding window 

3) There is no 'long coding helper' - but thankfully , this little help window pops up to help us pick the values 

4) Closing this help window reveals the coding window . You can see my existing coding is 0016949 

 

BIG thanks to Rob (Wensleydale) for this bit -  

 

To quickly work out which settings are currently enabled, take your existing code and paste it in to the "decimal number to convert" box 

here: http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/~gurwitz/core5/nav2tool.html then click "explain answer"  

 

We're not really interested in the Binary conversion , but it does tell us that "The number 16949 can be expressed as:16384 + 512 + 32 + 16 + 4 + 1" . 16834 is the 'base value' for the 

controller, all other values are programmable options. So , from this we can tell that the door controller is currently coded for the following (in red)  

 

+0000001 = Rear Lid Remote Unlock Button (E233) installed 

+0000002 = Ambient Mirror Illumination installed 

+0000004 = Mirror Turn Signals installed 

+0000008 = Interior Door Handle Illumination installed 

+0000016 = Automatic Run active 

+0000032 = Mirror Heater installed 

+000064 = Door Exit/Warning Light installed 

+0000128 = 5-Door Chassis 

+0000256 = Seat Memory installed 

+0000512 = Right Hand Steering 

+0001024 = Safe-Motor not installed 

+0002048 = Pinch Protection inactive 

+0004096 = Folding Mirrors installed (MY 2008+) 

+0008192 = Manually Operated Convertible Top installed 

+0131072 = Start/Stop Function installed (MY 2010+) 

 

The functions I want to add from the above list are ; 

 

+0000002 = Ambient Mirror Illumination installed (The puddle lights in the mirror housing) 

+0000064 = Door Exit/Warning Light installed (Whilst the door card was off , I replaced the reflectors in the bottom of the door casings with some VW door exit lights I bought off 

http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/~gurwitz/core5/nav2tool.html
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eBay - but that’s another story and not part of this guide..) 

+0004096 = Folding Mirrors installed (MY 2008+) (to enable the mirror fold function from the switch) 

Now you simply total up the extra codes, 2+64+4096 = 4162 and add it to your existing code 16949 to give you a new value of 0021111 (you have to put the zeros in front - the 

number must be 7 digits long, otherwise it won’t work)  
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(5) Replace the old number 0016949 with the newly calculated code 0021111 and click 'Do it!' 

(6) If all is well , you'll get the coding accepted message - click 'OK'  

(7) click 'Close controller - Go Back 06' 

(8) click 'Go Back' 

 

That's it , you've now recoded the driver’s door module ! - I know you're excited by now, so go ahead and test it. Put the ignition on and turn the mirror switch around to the fold 

position - watch in pure wonderment and your driver’s door mirror magically folds inwards, turn the switch away from the fold position and then watch it magically fold outwards. 

OK, OK - It works. We're not finished yet - back to work! 

 

The passenger side (left hand) controller needs coding next, and the procedure is exactly the same apart from a bit of extra coding to enable the 'reverse dip' function. 

 

So back into VCDS / Vag-Com and follow the steps. 
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Mouse over to 'Select Control Module' - click 'select' - this takes you to all the controllers fitted to your car 

1) mouse over to '52-Door Elect. Pass.' - click on it - this takes you to Address 52  

2) mouse over to 'Coding-07' - click on it - this takes you to the coding window 

3) There is no 'long coding helper' - but thankfully , this little help window pops up to help us pick the values 

4) Closing this help window reveals the coding window . You can see my existing coding is 0016948 

 

Again, use the binary converter link posted above to quickly work out which settings are currently enabled. 

 

It's tells me that "The number 16948 can be expressed as: 16384 + 512 + 32 + 16 + 4 " .Again 16834 is the 'base value' for the controller; all other values are programmable options. 

So , from this we can tell that the door controller is currently coded for the following (in red)  

 

+0000002 = Ambient Mirror Illumination installed 

+0000004 = Mirror Turn Signals installed 

+0000008 = Interior Door Handle Illumination installed 

+0000016 = Automatic Run active 

+0000032 = Mirror Heater installed 

+000064 = Door Exit/Warning Light installed 

+0000128 = 5-Door Chassis 

+0000256 = Seat Memory installed 

+0000512 = Right Hand Steering 

+0001024 = Safe-Motor not installed 

+0002048 = Pinch Protection inactive 

+0004096 = Folding Mirrors installed (MY 2008+) 

+0008192 = Manually Operated Convertible Top installed 

+0131072 = Start/Stop Function installed (MY 2010+) 

 

You can see that +0000001 = Rear Lid Remote Unlock Button (E233) installed is missing from the list (there's no tailgate switch on the passenger door) which is why my passenger 

door coding is 1 less than the driver’s door coding 

 

Same as last time , the functions I want to add are  

 

+0000002 = Ambient Mirror Illumination installed (The puddle lights in the mirror housing) 

+0000064 = Door Exit/Warning Light installed (for door exit lights where fitted) 

+0004096 = Folding Mirrors installed (MY 2008+) (to enable the mirror fold function from the switch) 

 

Plus I also need to add +0000256 = Seat Memory installed (to enable the passenger mirror to dip when reverse is selected) 
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Again you simply total up the extra codes , 2+64+256+4096 = 4418 and add it to your existing code 0016948 to give you a new value of 0021366 (don't forget to put the zero's in front 

- to give you a 7 digits number)  
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(5) replace the old number 0016948 with the newly calculated code 0021366 and click 'Do it!' 

(6) If all is well , you'll get the coding accepted message - click 'OK'  

(7) click 'Close controller - Go Back 06' 

(8) click 'Go Back' 

 

You can now test the function again if you like - when the mirror switch is operated both the mirrors should now fold in and out. 

 

Ok, last bit - we've already enabled the reverse dip for the passenger mirror - but we can’t switch it on because the option we need isn't present in the MFD. To enable the reverse 

dip option in the MFD we need to recode the Central Electronics controller - Address 09. Thankfully this is a bit easier as we have a Long Coding Helper to help us.  
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1) From the 'Select Control Module' screen, mouse over to '09-Cent. Elect.' - click on it - this takes you to Address 09  

2) mouse over to 'Coding-07' - click on it - this takes you to the coding window 

3) mouse over to 'long coding helper' - click on it - this takes you to the business end, where you actually change the coding of the controller 

4) 'Bytes & Bits' - Line 3 is where you select the appropriate Byte. On this module we need byte 04 - Use your mouse to select the Byte you want -You know when you're on the right 

one when the font colour is yellow. Line 4 shows the available Bits. Check the box next to Bit 3 'Mirror Lowering with Reverse Rear’. With a tick in the check box you're ready to apply 

the changes. Now click on 'Exit' to save your changes to the next screen. 
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5) The next window that pops up gives you the options to save the changes (to 're-code' the controller). It's a bit long to write down, so copy & paste the value in the 'Current coding' 

box to a text file and save it to your desktop .This way, if you make a hash of things, you can then re-enter the original coding to return the module to its original state. Click 'Do it!' to 

apply the new coding.  

6) You’ll get a confirmation message telling you that the controller has accepted the new coding. 

7) You are now returned to this screen - click 'Close controller, Go back -06' 

 this takes you back to the Select control module screen - you can now exit VCDS - we're all done! 

 

Pack your laptop away and test out your new feature. Turn the ignition on, and use the steering wheel switches to navigate through the MFD. Got to Settings >> Convenience, then 

scroll down - if you've done everything right, you can now see this! 
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The instructions for programming the reverse dip feature can be found on page 116 of your Vehicle Handbook 

 

Storing front passenger exterior mirror settings for reversing 

1) Select a valid vehicle key on which the setting should be saved 

2) Unlock the vehicle using this key 

3) Apply the handbrake firmly 

4) Switch on the ignition 

5) Put the gearbox into neutral Activate the Mirror lowerg. , function via the Settings - Convenience menu 

6) Select reverse gear 

Adjust the exterior mirror on the front passenger side so that you have a good view of the kerb area 

7) The setting for the mirror position will be saved automatically and assigned to the vehicle key that is used to unlock the vehicle 

 

There you go - all done ! I hope you find this guide useful. Once you've collected the parts, the folding mirror mod can be completed in a couple of hours with a few basic tools and 

access to VCDS - I thought the hardest part was getting the bloody door handles off!  

 

UK Lee 
Footnote: This downloadable Microsoft Word document was created to be hosted on the Roccopedia webpage. The How To Guide was originally a forum post by UK Lee, but since 

photobucket changed their image hosting policy, all of the pictures were lost.  The original forum post is still present (minus pictures) here >      

http://www.sciroccocentral.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=14719 

There are some useful discussions in the post, and if you have any questions – then this is the place to post them.  

http://www.sciroccocentral.co.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=37&t=14719

